
EXERCISES

1) Choose the correct word

a) (That / These) dog is very noisy.
b) I want  (a / an) apple, please.
c) There are (an / some) computers in our classroom.
d) Please help me find the information in (a / the) encyclopedia.
e) Please put the books on (the / some) shelf near the window.
f) (These / This) bananas are cheap.
g) (Those /That) chair is new.
h) (A / Some) twins look alike.
i) (The / This) dogs are quiet now.
j) These is ( a / an) cat outside the house.

2) Complete the passage with a, an, some, the, this, that, these or those

Tom and Mary want to send 1..............................letters to their friends in Spain. They want to send
them quickly. Susan shows the letters to her mother and says, “Mum, we want to send 2..................
letters   to   Spain”.   Their   mother   says,   “You   can   send   3.......................letters   by   using   4
.....................internet.   5...................Email   letter   is   quick   and   cheap.   It   costs   less   than
6..................ordinary letter or 7..........................phone call to another country. Type 8...............letters
on 9......................computer. Then press 10............................button here to send them”

3) There is a mistake in each sentence. Write each sentence correctly

a) The oranges are in boxs.
b) These dress are pretty.
c) Please put these boxes on the shelfs.
d) England and Scotland are beautiful countrys.
e) There are some books on those table.

4) Put the words in the correct order

a) a / is / baby / beautiful / This
................................................................................................................................................................
b) the / tickets / got / I / have
...............................................................................................................................................................
c) some / every / She / Emails / day / gets
................................................................................................................................................................
d) That / tall / isn't / very / man
................................................................................................................................................................
e) at / have / I / an / home / encyclopedia / got
...............................................................................................................................................................

5) Match A to B to form a dialogue
                     A                                                                                 B

1) What is the internet?  a) You can look for information

2) What can I do with it? b) Of course! Turn on your computer

3) Can I write a letter to some friends?  c) It's a quick, cheap letter

4) What is an Email? d) It's a way to connect people with computers
all over the world.

5) Can you help me send an Email?  e) Yes, you can write to your friends by sending
an Email



6) Complete the sentences with How much, How many, a, an, some or any

a) There is...............................pencil on the table.
b) ..................................flights are there to London?
c) There is.............................exciting trip to Southampton in the winter.
d) ........................................fruit is there in the bag?
e) .......................................money have you got?
f) There aren't..................................tickets for this film.
g) There are..............................boys in the class.
h) There isn't...................................plane to Madrid this morning.
i) Are there..................................question?
j) ......................................time do I have?

7) Complete the passage with in, on, behind, under, above, between or  in front of.

It's 11.15 am. Our flight is ready to leave. Everyone is 1.............................the plane. The pilot is
sitting   2................................us.   We   are   sitting   3..................................the   pilot.   I   am   sitting
4......................Susan and the window. My rucksack is 5..........................the floor 6.......................my
seat. Susan's bag is 7................................the shelf 8............................her seat. Look! The plane is
leaving. We are  9............................the  sky. Look at the  houses  10..............................the  ground.
They look so small! This is so exciting.

8) There is a mistake in each sentence. Write each sentence correctly.

a) How many water in there in the bottle?.............................................................................................
b) There isn't some food on the table....................................................................................................
c) How much books are there in your house?.......................................................................................
d) There aren't some flights to Madrid today........................................................................................
e) Thre are any pears in the bag............................................................................................................

9) Put the words in the correct order

a) the / There / in / some / boots / rucksack / are /.
..............................................................................................................................................................
b) countries / many / visit / you / can / How / ?
................................................................................................................................................................
c) books / table / any / the / There / on / aren't /.
...............................................................................................................................................................
d) is / the / sunglasses / there / chocolate / behind / any / ?
...............................................................................................................................................................
e) today / much / there / homework / is / How / ?

10) Match the questions in A to the reponses in B
               A                                                                          B

1) How many shirts are there in the bag?  a) No, there isn't.

2) Is there any water? b) Yes, there are.

3) How much money is there in the bag? c) Yes, there is.

4) Are there any books? d) There are four.

5) Is there a map? e) There is 100 pounds

11) Choose the correct word

a) The men (hasn't got / haven't got) the History books.
b) These (player's / players') bagpipes are new.
c) (Her / Hers) blanket is red and black.



e) Edinburdh Castle (have got / has got) wonderful pictures of Scottish kings and queens.
f) The (actors / actors') clothes are strange.
g) My jacket is blue. (Your / Yours) is purple.
h) (Has / Have) the guard got a black witch's hat too?
i) The boys' dog (has got / have got) big eyes.
j) This (guard's / guards') blanket is red and black.
k) They (have got / has got) new bagpipes.
12) Choose the correct word

Charles lives in Wales. He tells Mary and Tom about the music, the clothes and the food that he
likes. “Well, I  (has got / have got)  some bagpipes. They're not really  (my / mine). They're my
( friend's / friends') bagpipes. His name is Hamish. We both like playing the bagpipes. Sometimes
I wear a red and black kilt. It (has got / have got) a large pin at the front. I like to wear (my / mine)
kilt on special holidays. The food I love to eat is haggis. It has got (some / any) meat and oats in it,
but it hasn't got (some / any) milk in it. I always eat it at (Hamish's / Hamishs') house. (His / Hers)
mother loves to cook haggis. Please comme and visit me.   (My / Mine)  house is near Edinburgh
Castle.”

13) There is a mistake in each sentence. Write each sentence correctly

a) Tom and Mary has got new sandals...................................................................................................
b) Have she got any money?..................................................................................................................
c) This is yours hat?..............................................................................................................................
d) That book is our...............................................................................................................................
e) Please give me Tims' homework.......................................................................................................

14) Put the words in the correct order

a) shoes / has / He / got / old / some/.

...............................................................................................................................................................
b) not / are / socks / Susan's / These /.
..............................................................................................................................................................
c) got / Have / t-shirts / any / you / ?
..............................................................................................................................................................
d) is / hat / black / This / her /.
................................................................................................................................................................
e) are / skirts / red / Where / their / ?
................................................................................................................................................................

15) Match A to B to form a dialogue

A                                                                               B

1) Where is my pen? a)   Yes,   of   course.   

2) Have you got another pen? b) Yes, you're right. It's not his pen. It's yours..

3) No, it's not his pen. It's mine. Look – it has got
my name on it

c) Yes, here is another pen, but it's not my pen.
It's Charles' pin.

4) Can you help me put the pen on my pencil case? e) I don't know. I haven't got your pen. This is my
pen.

5) Thank you d) You're welcome

16)Choose the correct form of the verb

a) I (think / thinks) that Switzerland is an interesting country.
b) The children (walk / walks) in the mountains.
c) He (enjoy / enjoys) eating fondue.
d) Clara (watch / watches) the colourful birds.



e) You (write / writes) a letter to your friend.
f) Rose (send / sends) a postcard to her parents.
g) Richard (love / loves) climbing the mountain.
h) They (swim / swims) in the river
i) They (eat / eats) ham sandwiches
j) Tom (tell / tells) Mary about Ireland

17) Complete the passage with the correct form of the verb.

David  1...............................(get  up) early each morning to milk the cows. David and  his  father
2 ................................ (begin) milking at 5.00. It 3 ..........................................(be) hard work and it 4
................................(take) a long time to milk all the cows. David usually 5 ......................(talk) to
the cows. Sometimes he 6 ............................................(sing) silly songs. David and his father usually
7 ...........................................(finish) milking the cows at 7.00. They 8 ......................................(eat)
breakfast. Hans 9 ...........................(leave) for school at 8.00. He 10 ....................................(return)
home at 4.00 – just in time for the evening milking.

18) There is a mistake in each sentence. Write each sentence correctlya) Germany often is cold.......................
................................................................................................
b) Rose usually go to school on time...................................................................................................
c) I are never sad...................................................................................................................................
d) They drink always tea.......................................................................................................................
e) I never eats ice cream........................................................................................................................

19) Put the words in the correct order

a) Lucerne / visit / I / rarely
.............................................................................................................................................................
b) lunch / He / often / for / eats / cheese
.............................................................................................................................................................
c) the / every day / milks / David / cows
............................................................................................................................................................
d) walk / the / every summer / in / They / mountains
............................................................................................................................................................
e) the / We / lake / in / sometimes / swim
.............................................................................................................................................................

20) Match A to B to form a dialogue

A                                                                                        B                                                        
                                                                              

1) Can I help you?    a)   I   don't  want   cheese  fondue.   I   want   a   
ham    sandwich, please.

2)  Do you want cheese fondue?  b) Thanks.

3) What would you like to eat?  c) Yes, please. We're hungry.

4) Do you want anything to drink? d) Yes, we want two orange drinks, please.

5) Enjoy your meat!   e) I would like  cheese fondue, please

         
                                           
21) Choose the correct form of the verb

a) I (feels / feel) cold.
b) She (doesn't want / doesn't wants) to go.
c) (Does she make / Do she make) pottery?
d) We (don't likes / don't like) the island.
e) The volcano  (make / makes) a lot of noise.
f) (Does he go / Do he go) to the beach every afternoon?



g) We (have / has) a wonderful holiday on the island every summer.
h) (Does you visit / Do you visit) the island every year?
I) The stalagmites (don't grow / doesn't grow) quicky.
j) (Do they always eat / Do they always eats) at the hotel?

22) Complete the passage with the correct form of the verb in the Present Simple

The diver 1 ...........................(go out) every day in his boat. He 2 .................. (not like) leaving latebecause   
it   3   ...............................(get)   too   hot.   Tom   and   Rose   4   ..............................(ask)   him,
“5 .....................you ......................(take) visitors in your boat?” The diver 6 ............................(say),
“No, I 7 ...................................(not like) taking visitors, but you can come with me today to see the
dolphins.”   Tom   and   Rose   8   .................................(love)   the   dolphins.   They   10
“.......................you................(want) to swim with them?

23) There is a mistake in each sentence. Write each sentence correctly

a) Rose and Tom doesn't travel to the islands every year......................................................................
b) The guide tell them a lot about the city............................................................................................
c) Does the guide takes them to the Cathedral?...................................................................................
d) The Mediterranean Sea don't have many sharks..............................................................................
e) Do the houses has wooden roofs?....................................................................................................

24) Put the words  in the correct order

a) sea / in / swim / visitors / the / Do / ?
...............................................................................................................................................................
b) from / you / like / Skyros / Do / pottery / the / ?
...............................................................................................................................................................
c) of / The / thousands / grow / stalactites / years / take / to /.
...............................................................................................................................................................
d) underwater / like / in / swimming / don't / I / caves /.
...............................................................................................................................................................
e) a / dark / see / Rose / in / shadow / sea / doesn't / the /.
...............................................................................................................................................................

25) Match A to B to form a dialogue

A                                                                                 B

1) Which Greek island do you suggest we visit        
first?

 a) Don't worry, it isn't active now!

2) Can we stay at a nice place?   b) I think Santorini is a good island to visit.

3) I don't want to stay near the volcano.     c) I think so too

4) What do you want to do on the island?    d) We can stay at a good hotel.

5) I think that the Greek Islands are a good place     
see the ancient city.  

for a holiday!e) I want to go to the beach, take a boat 
trip and

26) Fill in the verbs in the Present Continuous

Clean up cut ride teach throw
wash have do waste look
1) She......................................................................a shower
2) My father.............................................................down the old tree in the garden
3) Look! Those children....................................sweets papers on the ground4) We.............................................
........our bicycles today
5) You...............................................water. Turn it off!
6) He.................................................his hands  in the bathroom
7) Susan...........................................for Nadia



8) The students in my class...................................a project on the environment
9) They.............................................the classroom now
10) My friend doesn't know about pollution, but I...........................................him

27) Complete the passage with the correct form of the verb in brackets.

Robert 1..................(do) a class project. His project is on ecology. He 2...................(look) at the lives
of   people   in   their   environment.   He   3.................................(study)   now   people   affect   their
environment.   He   5........................(ask)   people   about  themselves.   He   6..................(talk)  to  them
about ecology. He 7.........................(tell) them how to protect the environment. He 8........................
(teach) them about recycling. A friend from Germany tells him, “We 9......................(work) on these
problems too. We 10..........................(try) to teach the young children at school about ecology.”

28) There is a mistake in each sentence. Write each sentence correctly.

1. They is going to summer camp..........................................................................................................
2. Philip are telling his friends about the cats........................................................................................
3. The doctor is planing to make his patients a test...............................................................................
4. I is not throwing rubbish on the ground.............................................................................................
5. We is writing a letter..........................................................................................................................

29) Put the words in the correct order

1. bathroom / in / water / I / the / always / the / turn off
................................................................................................................................................................
2. is / beach / the / rubbish / There / on / some
...............................................................................................................................................................
3. and / beach / are / Peter / the / on / John / walking
.................................................................................................................................................................
4. summer / playing / He / is tennis / this
................................................................................................................................................................
5. helping / is / John / mother / his 
................................................................................................................................................................

30)Match the questions in A to the response in B
A                                                                                       B 

Where are you going now? To school

Which country are they visiting? I'm writing a letter

Who is having a shower? Kenia

What are you doing now? I'm recycling them

Why are yot putting papers here?  Jane is having a shower

31) Write each sentence in the negative and in the interrogative

John is pushing the wheelbarrow across the river
The boys are splashing in the water
She is feeling very bad today
They are looking through the window
Pat is swimming in the lake

32) Complete the passage with the correct form of the Present Continuous

What..........................you............................(do)?
I...................................(look)   at   this   picture   of   my   grandparents.   My   grandfather   and
grandmother...................................(sit) near the river.
What...................they.......................(do)?
Well, I think my grandmother.......................................(fish)



Really?........................your grandmother......................(fish)?
No, my grandmother....................................(read) a book, My grandfather.............................(fish)

33) There is amistake in each sentence. Write each sentence correctly in the Present Continuous

1. Claire & Richard isn't waiting for the boat.......................................................................................
2. The pilot is tell everybody about the flight.....................................................................................
3. Is the Falls making a lot of noise?..................................................................................................
4. Are people swimming in the water?...............................................................................................
5. Peter getting wet..

34) Put the words in the correct order

1. is / Richard / the / across / walking / Falls.................................................................................
2. water / in / girl / is / swimming / not / The  / the...............................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
3. she / famous / trying / is / become / to / ?...........................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................
4. Pancake  Day / a / in / holiday / not / is / Spain.................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................
5. Are / today / pancakes / people / eating / ? .......................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................

35)Match A to B to form a dialogue

A                                                                                     B

1. Are you putting on your coat? a. Yes, I'm having a wonderful time. What aboutyou?

2. Yes, It quite cold, it looks like i going to snow. b. We're going behindthe Falls

3. Where are we going now?  c. Yes, I am. It is cold.

4. Are you enjoying yourself? d. Yes! It looks interesting.

5. Yes, this is fun. Do you want to go to that park 
after?

e. You're right. 

        
36) Fill in the Present Continuous or Present Simple form of the verb

1. These Eskimos always .........................................(hunt) for their food
2. The girls.......................................................(want) to play in the snow
3. The boys.............................................(play) with the toys now
4. Their grandmother ........................................................(make) their dinner at the moment
5. Their father............................................(write) a letter right now
6. Usually the family........................................(watch) TV together
7. The dogs............................................(love) pulling the dogsled
8. We ............................................(visit) the museum today
9. They...........................................(hate) autumn!
10. Be quiet! They...............................(sleep) right now

37) Complete the passage with the correct form of the verb in brackets

A young Eskimo boy..............................(live) with his family in a very cold part of Alaska.
Today his  father......................................(hunt), his mother.................................(cook) the food
and   his   sister   ............................................(play)   in   the   snow   with   her   friends.   The
boy.................................(want) to hunt with his father. He.......................................(put) on his
coat and he........................................(call) 

38) There is a mistake in each sentence. Write each setence correctly



1. He fastens his seat belt right now.....................................................................................................2. She usu
ally is making a new igloo each winter...............................................................................
3. Does the Eskimo takes his tools home?..........................................................................................
4. The fish aren't swim in the water....................................................................................................
5. Is the cat sleep now?.......................................................................................................................

39) Put the words in the correct order

1. ride / want / Do / on / a / dogsled / you / ?
...............................................................................................................................................................
2. fish / The / in /  water / are / the / swimming/ .
...............................................................................................................................................................
3. like / ancient / / hearing / stories / I / .
.............................................................................................................................................................
4. the / in / elders / village / live / The /.
..............................................................................................................................................................
5. They / off / light / turning / are / the / .
.............................................................................................................................................................

40) Make imperative sentences with  the words below

Eat ,Don't ,Clean ,Be
Wear ,Answer, Don't Call,Beat
1.............................................101 now                         6...............................................mix the ingredients.
2..................................................loose clothes             7................................................your room
3  Stop!..............................................jump!                  8. Shh!.......................................cry.
4.......................................................the eggs                9..................................................your breakfast
5.........................................................go home             10................................................quiet.

41) Choose the correct answer

1. She plays tennis very well. She (can / can't) hit the ball very hard.
2. We (can / can't) understand this homework. Please help me.
3. A cat (can / can't) fly.
4. I (can / can't) throw this boomerang. Can you show me how?

42) Put       the     words in the    correct  order

5. feed / island / animals / on / the / Don't / the
.........................................................................................................................................................


